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Bombardier's award winning VLocity trains celebrate 15 years and more
than 370 million kilometres in service
•
•

Since launching in 2005, the fleet of VLocity trains has grown to 88 vehicles,
won multiple awards and proved their quality and durability
VLocity trains are manufactured in Dandenong, Victoria using 69 per cent local
content

Berlin, December 22, 2020 – Global mobility technology leader Bombardier Transportation is
celebrating the 15-year anniversary of the first passenger service of the award winning VLocity diesel
multiple unit trains. Since the first passenger service, the fleet has grown to 88 and clocked more than
370 million in-service kilometres.
With a proven track record, the VLocity platform has evolved over time and now includes a suite of
features that make passenger journeys more comfortable and inclusive, such as larger and more
accessible bathroom modules, hearing loops, braille signage and on-board mobile signal boosters.
In October 2020, the recently re-designed VLocity won two prestigious Good Design Awards, including
the coveted Best Automotive Interior. The awards recognized the enhancements made to the front of
the iconic train that incorporates crashworthiness and cab improvements for drivers, as well as access
for passengers who use a mobility aid and luggage storage.
Operated by Bombardier’s customer, V/Line, the fleet serves regional communities in Victoria and in
June 2020 Bombardier secured an option for an additional 18 VLocity vehicles.
“The VLocity train built proudly in Victoria for Victoria - from the ground-up – is a truly remarkable train
that has well and truly stood the test of time. The 15 years and 370 million in service kilometres –
equivalent to an astonishing 9,282 trips around the world - is testament to the workmanship and quality
of what Bombardier produces in Australia. We are proud of these vehicles but so too are our local
suppliers, who provide 69 per cent of the content used to manufacture these trains,” said Wendy
McMillan, President, Australia and New Zealand at Bombardier Transportation.
About Bombardier Transportation
Bombardier Transportation is a global mobility solution provider leading the way with the rail industry’s
broadest portfolio. It covers the full spectrum of solutions, ranging from trains to sub-systems and
signalling to complete turnkey transport systems, e-mobility technology and data-driven maintenance
services. Combining technology and performance with empathy, Bombardier Transportation
continuously breaks new ground in sustainable mobility by providing integrated solutions that create

substantial benefits for operators, passengers and the environment. Headquartered in Berlin, Germany,
Bombardier Transportation employs around 36,000 people and its products and services operate in
over 60 countries.
About Bombardier
With over 52,000 employees across two business segments, Bombardier is a global leader in the
transportation industry, creating innovative and game-changing planes and trains. Our products and
services provide world-class transportation experiences that set new standards in passenger comfort,
energy efficiency, reliability and safety.
Headquartered in Montréal, Canada, Bombardier has production and engineering sites in over 25
countries across the segments of Aviation and Transportation. Bombardier shares are traded on the
Toronto Stock Exchange (BBD). In the fiscal year ended December 31, 2019, Bombardier posted
revenues of $15.8 billion. News and information are available at bombardier.com or follow us on
Twitter @Bombardier.
Notes to editors
For news, related material and photos, visit our newsroom at
www.rail.bombardier.com/en/newsroom.html. Please subscribe to our RSS Feed to receive press
releases or follow Bombardier Transportation on Twitter @BombardierRail.
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